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We look forward to bringing you exclusive innovations 
and distinctive products this year and beyond.
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How to Instructions For “Make This” Heart Earrings
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NUNN DESIGN SUPPLIES:
Earwires - Antique Gold (ewg-b)
Headpins 2” - Antique Gold (hpg-b)
Beadcap 9mm Coral - Antique Gold (bc9c-gb)
Beadcap 6mm Petal - Antique Gold (bc6p-gb)
Elongated Heart Charm - Antique Gold (ehcg-b)
Chaton Birthstones Garnet (cha-gar)
Crystal Clay - Dark Brown (cryclay-brown)

TOOLS NEEDED: 
Cutting pliers
Needle nose pliers
Beeswax Toothpick (included with Crystal Clay)
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TO ASSEMBLE THE PENDANTS

STEP 1: (Image 1)
Pinch off two equal (large pea) size balls, of Part A (the color) and Part B (the 
hardener). Knead the two equal size balls fully together until the clay is a consistent 
color and not marbled.

STEP 2: (Image 2)
Pinch off a tiny bit of the mixed clay to use later in the center of each flower petal.  
Roll the remaining amount of epoxy clay into two equal size balls. Press one ball into 
the base of one of the coral bead caps.  ½ of your clay ball should still be exposed.  
Press the second coral bead cap over and squish the two bead caps together. Repeat 
with remaining clay and bead caps. 

STEP 3: (Image 3)
Using a head pin, press through the center of the two pressed together bead caps.  
This allows you to have a channel through the center once the clay hardens. Repeat 
with second set of bead caps. 

STEP 4: (ImageS 4 & 5)
To add the flower to the elongated hearts, use the tiny bit of clay we set aside from 
step 2.  Press the bead cap into the clay. Repeat with second elongated heart. 

STEP 5: (Image 6)
Apply a small amount of clay inside of the bead cap and embed inside bead cap. 
Using the beeswax toothpick, pick-up the individual Chatons and gently press each 
into the epoxy clay in the center of the inside bead cap. Repeat.

STEP 6: (no image)
Allow all pieces to cure 12-24 hours before assembling your finished earrings.

TO ASSEMBLE THE EARRINGS:

STEP 7: (Image 7)
Using one of the headpins, trim off the head part with a pair of cutting pliers.  Repeat 
with second headpin.

STEP 8: (Image 8)
Using a pair of needle nose pliers, make a large loop on one of the ends of the 
headpin. Repeat. 

STEP 9: (Image 9)
Thread the headpin through the Coral Bead made in Step 2. Repeat with second 
Coral Bead.

STEP 10: (Images 10-12)
Using a pair of needle nose pliers, make a loop on the bottom half of the headpin.  
Prior to closing the loop, attach the Elongated Heart Charm. Repeat. 

STEP 11: (Image 13)
Thread 3 headpins through three 3mm beads.  Cut each of the headpins 
approximately ¼” from the base of the bead with a pair of cutting pliers. Repeat with 
2nd set of beads. 

STEP 12: (Images 14-15)
Using a pair of needle nose pliers, make a loop on each of the 3mm beads and attach 
the beads and an ear wire to the large loop of the Coral Bead made in Step 8. Repeat. 

Prepare for requests to make a pair for your friends!
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